Managing and securing complex devices in a hybrid workplace

No matter where your employees or their devices are, Lenovo Manageability Commander (LMC) makes it easier to maintain those endpoints and keep sensitive data safe.
Leading endpoint management

The pandemic has changed where and how employees work and cyber criminals are upping their game in response. Lenovo ThinkShield and the Intel® vPro® platform elevate your business to the next level with enhanced security and simplified endpoint management. Lenovo Manageability Commander (LMC) delivers a “single pane of glass” experience in on-premises or cloud environments.

When used with LMC to remotely manage, access, repair, and maintain Lenovo fleets powered by Intel® Core™ vPro® technology, the Intel® Endpoint Management Assistant (EMA) integration enables IT and security teams to block network access and remove sensitive information from compromised endpoints—no matter where those devices are.

Comprehensive endpoint and data protection

Lenovo Manageability Commander is only one aspect of the end-to-end protection offered by Lenovo ThinkShield. This holistic approach to security has four primary focus areas:

- **Device Protection**
  Includes Intel® Trusted Device Setup, Intel® Transparent Supply Chain, and Conditional Access

- **Built-in Platform Security**
  Includes self-healing BIOS and Trusted Supplier Program

- **Security Management**
  Includes Lenovo Manageability Commander for deploying, monitoring, and reporting for IT assets

- **Threat and Data Protection**
  Includes endpoint protection with capabilities like ransomware rollback

Cybercrime as a whole has increased by 600% since the beginning of the global pandemic.²

Post-pandemic, nearly half of employees will work remotely at least some of the time.¹
Smarter endpoint management for the hybrid workplace

As the lines between work endpoints and personal devices blur, it’s more important than ever to provide IT with the tools they need to keep company resources safe. Lenovo Manageability Commander (LMC) is currently the only endpoint management tool that unites DASH and Intel® vPro®. This leading endpoint management solution eliminates the need for multiple management tools in a heterogeneous environment.

Lenovo Manageability Commander with Intel® Endpoint Management Assistant integration allows IT to remotely and securely monitor, restore, upgrade, and protect Lenovo endpoints powered by Intel® Core™ vPro® technology with Intel® Active Management Technology:

- Inside or outside the firewall
- Connected via WiFi or wired Ethernet
- With either healthy or inoperable OSes

Additional Lenovo Manageability Commander security benefits:

- Isolate compromised devices so viruses don’t spread
- Block security risks that can lead to data leaks

Unlock the benefits of the Intel® vPro® platform

While all Lenovo business PCs come equipped with 11th and 10th Gen Intel® processors, users can get additional benefits by upgrading to the Intel® vPro® platform:

- Enable Intel® Trusted Device Setup
- Secure the BIOS against malware attacks and get advanced threat protection features with Intel® Hardware Shield
- Empower IT to control BIOS, firmware, and driver versions and upgrades thanks to Intel® Stable Image Platform

Trusted Device Setup is only available on Lenovo Think devices on the 10th Gen and above Intel® vPro® platform.

42% of business owners say that more than 2/3 of their employees have social media apps on devices they use for work.³
Safeguard sensitive data from emerging threats

Lenovo Manageability Commander makes endpoint management easier, encrypts sensitive data and includes built-in redundancy and disaster recovery protocols, should anything go wrong. In the event a malicious character hacks into a managed endpoint powered by the Intel® vPro® platform, the Intel® Endpoint Management Assistant (EMA) integration alerts IT and Security teams, who can then remove the threat to your network and wipe or reimage the device for safe use.

Lenovo Manageability Commander delivers a unified console for managing endpoints in on-premises and cloud environments. Benefits include:

- Auto discovery
- Remote diagnostic tool
- System event monitoring
- Intel® EMA integration with remote KVM management

Intel® EMA empowers IT with business-enabled tools to monitor, restore, and upgrade endpoints powered by Intel® vPro® technology while keeping data safe, both inside and outside the corporate firewall.

Lenovo Manageability Commander allows organizations to:

- Secure your fleet from anywhere
- Simplify device lifecycle management
- Reduce costly in-person IT visits
- Connect easily

With Lenovo Manageability Commander, IT and Security teams can:

- Use a unified endpoint management console in on-premises or cloud enterprises.
- Use the Intel® Endpoint Management Assistant integration to remotely manage, access, repair, and maintain Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor-based Lenovo fleets.
- Block network access and remove sensitive information from compromised endpoints—no matter where those devices are.
Taking advantage of the industry leading endpoint management. Now that’s smarter.

Talk to your Lenovo representative to see how Lenovo Manageability Commander and other Modern IT solutions can empower your hybrid workforce.